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"Microsoft Visual C# .NET 2003 Kick Start" is a rapid-progression tutorial that presents the C# language to working programmers who are already familiar with another programming language or tool. This book speeds through basic concepts and focuses on practical examples showing the advantages of C# .NET 2003 in ASP programming, application design and creation, and .NET Web Services development. While "Microsoft Visual C# .NET 2003 Kick Start"
assumes no knowledge of C# or the .NET Framework, it skips the handholding and basic programming instruction associated with entry-level tutorials. Full of code examples, tips, and profession insights, this book is about maximum payoff with minimum effort for the working programmer who wants to use Visual C# .NET 2003 now.
The emerging Second-Generation Web is based entirely on XML and related technologies. It is intended to result in the creation of the Semantic Web, on which computers will be able to deal with the meaning ("semantics") of Web data and hence to process them in a more effective and autono mous way. This new version of the Web introduces a multitude of novel concepts, terms, and acronyms. Purpose, Scope and Methods This dictionary is an effort to specify the
terminological basis of emerging XML and Semantic Web technologies. The ultimate goal of this dictionary is even broader than just to define the meaning of newwords - itaims to develop aproper understandingofthese leading-edge technologies. To achieve this, comprehensible definitions of technical terms are supported by numerous diagrams and code snippets, clearly annotated and explained. The main areas covered in this dictionary are: (1) XML syntax and
core technologies, such as Namespaces, Infoset and XML Schema; (2) all the major membersofthe XML family oftechnologies, such as XSLT, XPath and XLink; (3) numerous XML-based domain-specific languages, such as NewsML (News Markup Language); (4) the concept and architecture of the Semantic Web; (5) key Semantic Web technologies,such as RDF (Resource Description Framework), RDF Schema and OWL (Web Ontology Language); and (6) Web
services, including WSDL (Web Services Description Lan guage) and SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol).
Essential Skills--Made Easy! Get started programming in XML right away with help from this hands-on tutorial. XML: A Beginner's Guide explains how to store data in and retrieve data from XML documents, format data with Cascading Style Sheets, display data in Web browsers, and use Java and JavaScript. The book covers the latest innovations in XML, including Ajax, XHTML, XPath 2.0, XSLT 2.0, and the new XQuery specification. Now it's easier than ever
to learn how to create your own XML solutions! Designed for Easy Learning: Key Skills & Concepts--Lists of specific skills covered in the chapter Try This--Hands-on exercises that show how to apply your skills Numerous screenshots--Examples that illustrate real-world results Annotated Syntax--Example code with commentary that describes the programming techniques being illustrated
jQuery is a popular JavaScript library that simplifies event handling, animating, and Ajax interactions for rapid web development. Many companies are using jQuery including: Amazon, Google, Twitter, Bank of America, BBC, ESPN, CBS News, Digg, Reuters, IBM, Netflix, Dell, Oracle, Slashdot, Tecnorati, and Intuit. Even casual web designers, who create web pages for fun, want to add the latest cool effects to their sites, and jQuery--the fast, flexible JavaScript
library--is a tool of choice. Just as CSS separates "display" characteristics from the HTML structure, jQuery separates the "behavior" characteristics from the HTML structure. From visual effects, special controls, and Ajax made easy, the jQuery Visual QuickStart Guide will teach readers how to make the most of jQuery using the task-based, step-by-step, visual format they love. It's crammed with examples and there's a special section on widgets.
Markup Languages
American Book Publishing Record
Ant
New Scientist
Using XML Schema
EbXML

Provides instructions for ten projects using Java, including developing image tools, constructing a chat room, creating an Internet intercom, and developing a weather forecaster.
An informative guide that starts with an explanation of Schema basics, why they were created, their advatanges, and an overview of the major parts of structure and datatypes. The bulk of the book explains the many parts of Schema.
A guide for those responsible for the implementation of e-commerce standards and objectives explores the technology behind B2B Internet marketing strategies and recent developments in ebXML--Electronic Business XML.
Your indispensable introductory guide –updated to cover the latest XML tools and techniques! Get the scoop on XML Schemas, XSLT, and Web services Harness the power of XML and take the Web to the next level Data exchange. Database connectivity. Complex document creation. With XML, you can create common formats for sharing information – once you get the hang of all
those rules. That’s where this book comes in. Now updated to cover the latest XML developments, this friendly reference helps you get the hang of DTDs, XML Schema, XPath, and other applications – and start putting XML to work. All this on the bonus CD-Rom Example markup from the book Trial and evaluation products, including XML Spy, Epic Editor, and IBM® XML
Schema Quality Checker Freeware and open source products, including Ælfred, XML4J, and Amaya System requirements: Pentium PC running Windows 2000, Me, XP or later; Macintosh running OS X or later. See CD Appendix for details and complete system requirements. Get smart! @www.dummies.com Find listings of all our books Create your own personalized book with
Hungry Minds a la Carte™ Sign up for daily eTips at www.dummiesdaily.com
XPath
The Definitive Guide
Who They Are! what They Want! and how to Win Them Over!
Seventh International Conference on 3D Web Technology
JavaScript Complete
Forthcoming Books
The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) contains the uniformpolicies and procedures for acquisitions by executive agencies of the federalgovernment. The FAR is issued and maintained by the Departmentof Defense, the General Services Administration, and the National Aeronauticsand Space Administration. This volume reproduces the FAR and allamendments to the regulations issued
prior to this January 1, 2011Edition, along with an easy-to-use topical index. Sources of theamended text are listed in brackets along with the date of issuance and theeffective date for all sections changed since the initial text of FARappeared in the Federal Register of September 19, 1983.Included in this edition:10 Federal Acquisition Circulars32 Final Rules15 Interim Rules1 CorrectionsWith
up-to-date coverage on these topics:Use of Project Labor Agreements for Federal Construction ProjectsHUBZone Program RevisionsFederal Awardee Performance and Integrity Information SystemRecovery Act -- Whistleblower ProtectionsRepeal of Small Business Competitiveness Demonstration ProgramPersonal Identity Verification of Contractor PersonnelElectronic Subcontracting
Reporting SystemNotification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations ActPublic Disclosure of Justification and Approval Documents for NoncompetitiveContractsRecovery Act -- GAO/IG AccessDisclosure and Consistency of Cost Accounting Practices for Contracts Awardedto Foreign ConcernsRegistry of Disaster Response ContractorsRecovery Act -- Subcontract Reporting
ProceduresClarification of Criteria for Sole Source Awards to SDVSBCsReporting Executive Compensation and First-Tier Subcontract AwardsRecovery Act -- Buy American Requirements for Construction MaterialsCertification Requirement and Procurement Prohibition Relating to IranSanctionsTermination for Default ReportingBuy American Exemption for Commercial Information
Technology
A guide to the names and specialities of American and Canadian publishers, editors, and literary agents includes information on the acquisition process and on choosing literary agents.
THE ONLY VISIO 2007 BOOK YOU NEED This book makes Visio as much fun as a video game. Bob and Joy Schwabach, On Computers, Universal Press Syndicate We crafted this book to grow with you, providing the reference material you need as you move toward Visio® 2007 proficiency and the use of more advanced features. If you buy only one book on Visio® 2007, Special
Edition Using Microsoft Office Visio® 2007 is the only book you need. • Working with shapes, stencils, and themes • Using the Data Graphics feature for extra customization • Importing content from Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Project • Displaying data as text, data bars, icons, and color-coding using Data Graphics • Creating custom stencils, icons, and templates • Storing and
displaying employee information in organization charts • Customizing the layout of organization charts • Creating database models, flowcharts, and Gantt charts • Connecting shapes in network drawings • Using digital ink and animation • Creating macros • Handling guides and rulers • Working with layers • Getting the most from ShapeSheets
This is a clear, concise guide to the synergies between XML and PHP, many of which are not immediately visible to intermediate developers. The book demonstrates how PHP and XML can be combined to build cutting-edge Web applications. It includes detailed explanations of PHP's XML extensions, together with illustrations of using PHP to parse, validate and transform XML markup.
The Hottest Jobs for the New Millennium
Your Visual Blueprint for Creating Rich Internet Applications
Inside XML
Information Technology Careers
Metadata Solutions
Dictionary of XML Technologies and the Semantic Web

Sun predicts that more Web developers without Java experience will be migrating to JSP in 2002-2003 and beyond. This is one of few JSP books aimed at this group rather than Java professionals. Packed with hundreds of practical, real-world examples, this title offers a proven tutorial format to teach JSP in 21 example-driven lessons.
Complemented by hundreds of illustrations, a comprehensive resource on the latest version of PHP, the dominant programming language of the Web, demonstrates how to develop a variety of dynamic Web applications--including guest books, chat rooms, and shopping carts--with coverage of data handling, databases, object-oriented programming, AJAX, XML, security issues, and other topics.
Original. (Intermediate)
A tutorial teaches real-world applications of XML--the alternative to HTML--including Channel Definition Format (CDF), electronic commerce, and the Mathematical Markup Language, and includes the latest draft updates from the SGML/XML December 1997 conference. (Intermediate).
Ant is the premiere build management tool for use in Java environments. Unlike traditional build management tools such as GNU Make, Ant is itself written in Java, is platform independent, and interfaces well with the utilities in Sun's Java software development kit (SDK). In addition to being platform independent, Ant is also independent of the integrated development environment (IDE) being
used. IDE independence is important for open source projects (or other projects) in which the various developers might use different IDEs. Using Ant, Java developers can: define build chunks, the results that they must produce, and the dependencies between them; automatically retrieve source code from source control systems such as PVCs; build applications by having Ant compile the
necessary source files in the proper order. Ant build files are written using XML---a well-established standard---so programmers using Ant are not required to learn yet another scripting language. They will likely already know XML, and will be able to leverage that knowledge. Ant is an open source project, and part of the Jakarta project. Jakarta is Sun's open source reference implementation
for the JSP and Servlets specifications, and is part of the Apache group's work.
Go Beyond the Basics with Ajax, XHTML, XPath 2.0, XSLT 2.0 and XQuery
XML for Dummies
Building the New Breed of Designer and Developer
Ado.NET Programming in Visual Basic .NET
Visual QuickStart Guide
Library Journal
Provides step-by-step instructions on Ajax techniques, covering such topics as writing Ajax code, creating Ajax applications, using XML, and using CSS.
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.
"JavaScript Complete" fills the need of teaching developers how to develop scripts that work seamlessly across the browsers of Netscape and Microsoft. The CD-ROM contains complete examples written in both JScript and JavaScript for immediate use in the reader's Web page.
Whether you want to create your own RSS feeds or just would like to locate and add them to your Web site, this is the book for you. In the Secrets of RSS, author Steve Holzner provides real-world guidance and advice to introduce you everything you need to know about
effectively implementing and using RSS: • How to connect to RSS feed, handle them, and track down what you want • The difference between RSS and blogs, and how nearly every major RSS reader works • How to design an RSS feed, what you'll find in RSS feeds, and formats and
links • Create your own first RSS feed from scratch:and subscribe to it • Putting RSS to work in the real-world • The free tools and software available to help you create RSS files • Finding, subscribing to, and creating podcasts • Spreading the word about your RSS feed •
RSS best practices • And more!
Python Essential Reference
XML For Dummies
SQL Server DTS
NET for Visual FoxPro Developers
The New Global Standard for Doing Business Over the Internet
Secrets of RSS
While conceptual in its approach, this book draws on pragmatic examples within and without the Web design community to help readers directly apply its precepts. This book begins by discussing artistic and technical concepts in Web design separately, and then merges them together both conceptually and through examples.
This book appeals to both developers and database administrators who are faced with the common situation of having to migrate or integrate data from one location into another. While the first section of the book is designed for the beginner to DTS, it is assumed that the reader has at least basic database and programming experience. The second section is extensive coding, and is
best used by someone with intermediate to advanced programming skills. The third section contains a mix of examples that will be useful to all levels of database administrators and programmers. For the readers who have been using DTS this section can be used as a reference section and help with DTS designs and usage. Unlike other resources available, this book covers data
transformation in both SQL Server 7 and 2000.
See how XML works for business needs and RSS feeds Create consistency on the Web, or tag your data for different purposes Tag -- XML is it! XML tags let you share your format as well as your data, and this handy guide will show you how. You'll soon be using this markup language to create everything from Web sites to business forms, discovering schemas and DOCTYPES,
wandering the Xpath, teaming up XML with Office 2003, and more. Discover how to * Make information portable * Use XML with Word 2003 * Store different types of data * Convert HTML documents to XHTML * Add CSS to XML * Understand and use DTDs
Inside XSLT is designed to be a companion guide toInside XML. This example oriented book covers XML, HTML, Music, XML with Java, style sheet creation and usage, nodes and attributes, sorting data, creating Xpath expressions, using Xpath and XSLT functions, namespaces, names templates, name variables, designing style sheets and using XSLT processor API's, the 56 XSL
formatting objects, the XSLT DTD, and much more.In order to work with XML fully, you need to be up to speed with XSLT since XSLT is the technology that transforms XML to a workable format. Readers are looking for the follow-up book to Inside XML and this is it.
Ajax
SAMS Teach Yourself XML in 21 Days
Sams Teach Yourself Flickr in 10 Minutes
Java After Hours
Navigating XML with XPath 1.0 and 2.0 : Kick Start
XML and PHP

Python Essential Reference, 3rd Edition, is a comprehensive reference to the Python programming language. The focus of& this latest& edition is to add coverage of significant new features and new library modules added to the language over the past five years.& Clearly written with concise organization, & the new& features covered& include new style classes,
unification of types and classes, xmlrpclip, intertools, bz2 and optparse, making it the most up-to-date Python book on the market.
Steven Holzner's friendly, easy-to-read style has turned this book (formerly known as Inside XML) into the leading reference on XML. Unlike other XML books, this one is packed with hundreds of real-world examples, fully tested and ready to use! Holzner teaches you XML like no other author can, covering every major XML topic today and detailing the ways XML is
used now--connecting XML to databases (both locally and on web servers), stying XML for viewing in today's web browsers, reading and parsing XML documents in browsers, writing and using XML schemas, creating graphical XML browsers, working with the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), and a great deal more. Real World XML is designed to be the
standard in XML coverage--more complete, and more accessible, than any other. "The author's approach is definitely bottom up, written in a highly personable tone. He makes efficient use of example code, which sets this book apart from many I have read in the past. His examples bring to life the code without overwhelming the reader, and he does not present any
examples for which the reader has not been prepared. In addition, no prior knowledge of XML is assumed. As such, this is an excellent book for both beginners and intermediate level web designers and programmers. Experts, too, will find this book of value, due to its emphasis on real world applicability. Overall, this book will benefit all web developers and
programmers, with a special emphasis on beginner and intermediate developers."--Donna A. Dulo, MS, MA, Senior Systems Engineer, U.S. Department of Defense "This book will provide
a brilliant basis for anyone wishing to keep up to speed with the new XML developments."--Mr. Andrew Madden, Department of Computer Science, University of Wales "I found this
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book's strengths to be: its exhaustive specification reference for the conscientious developer; access to the official specs, which is key; the wide variety of choices provided for all aspects of XML; several alternatives provided for each editor, browser, parser, stylesheet transform engine, and programming language; and working examples that show the power of the tools
used."--Jaime Ryan, Software Developer/Documentation Manager, Blue Titan Software
Designed to introduce Visual FoxPro programmers to the software development tools of .NET, this informative handbook provides a detailed overview of the .NET framework and the C# and Visual Basic .NET languages and covers such tpics as .NET business objectives, building Web applications with ASP .NET, .NET XML, and troubleshooting and debugging in .NET.
Original. (Advanced)
XPath is to XML as SQL is to databases: XML applications need XPath to locate specific data within an XML document for further processing with other XML applications such as XSLT, XQuery, XPointer, XLink and DOM level 3. With XPath, these applications offer developers a full toolkit for transforming, linking, and searching XML data. Developers need to
understand XPath to fully exploit XML in their applications, and they have few resources beyond the W3C specification. XPath Kick Start will examine every aspect of XPath in detail, including its influence on and use with these other XML standards. With each technique illustrated with real-world examples, the book starts with coverage of the essentials of XPath,
including nodes, expressions, functions and operators. The second half of the book details XPath in practice - from manipulating XML data to transforming, linking and querying XML documents.
Special Edition Using Microsoft Office Visio 2007 (Adobe Reader)
Theory & Practice
Sams Teach Yourself JavaServer Pages in 21 Days
Integrated Web Design
MSDN Magazine
10 Projects You'll Never Do at Work
Completely revised and updated, this comprehensive reference on ADO .NET programming covers such topics as database tools, data objects, Web Services, multi-tier database applications, Windows Forms classes, and the development of ASP.NET Web applications, providing insider tips and
techniques, code examples, and other helpful features. Original. (Intermediate)
Introduces concepts for organizing data within a company to make it more accessible and meaningful. The author explains where databases went wrong in the 1990s, describes metadata-based technologies and standards, and illustrates the various implementation options by depicting five distinct
metadata solutions for the same problem.
Sams Teach Yourself Flickr® in 10 Minutes offers straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working through 10-minute lessons, you’ll learn everything you need to know to upload, manage, and share your photos and videos with Flickr–right now! Tips point out shortcuts and
solutions Cautions help you avoid common pitfalls Notes provide additional information 10 minutes is all you need to learn how to… Get started fast with Flickr, and discover everything it can do Organize your photos, and let your friends and family help you do it Upload video, and filter it
appropriately Use Flickr tags to help people find your photos and videos Use Flickr stats to track how many people are viewing your content Discover Flickr tools that make uploading, sharing, and managing content even easier Display your Flickr photos on your blog Send photos to Flickr from
your iPhone or other camera phone Create photo books and other products from your Flickr photos Troubleshoot problems with Flickr
Engineered to be the answer for learning XML, expert author Holzner offers hundreds of real-world examples demonstrating the uses of XML and the newest tools developers need to make the most of it.
XML: A Beginner's Guide
Microsoft Visual C# .NET 2003 Kick Start
Inside XSLT
jQuery
Using Metamodels, Repositories, XML, and Enterprise Portals to Generate Information on Demand
Real World XML
Serves as an independent, definitive reference guide to IT industry certification programs, training programs and materials, what to expect from the job market, ways for certified professionals to remain current in their fields, and how to grow professionally to meet the changing needs of this job market. Evaluates all major vendor and
non vendor-specific certifications as an independent A-Z reference of certification providers. Addresses future growth of each certification with one-, two-, and five-year forecasts on growth and industry changes. Contains valuable tips from IT recruiters on ways for those holding certifications to break into the IT industry.
Jeff Herman's Guide to Book Publishers, Editors & Literary Agents
PHP: The Complete Reference
Sams Teach Yourself XML in 21 Days
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